suggested cell assemblies as the building blocks of information processing in the brain. The member neurons are assumed to show correlated activity. Advances in multi-electrode technology providing simultaneous recordings from 100 or more neurons increased chances to identify such ensembles considerably. We present a data mining method that detects assemblies in massively parallel spike data both reliably and efficiently.
Gerstein et al. [1] developed an accretion approach to detect joint spiking patterns in parallel spike trains. Starting from single neurons, it iteratively accretes neurons into sequences as long as another neuron shows significantly correlated activity (χ 2 test) with the accreted neurons (represented by their coincident spikes). However, accretion suffers from several drawbacks: it works on sequences instead of sets, thus incurring high costs from redundant detections (memory consumption, speed), and it may miss assemblies, since it needs a significantly correlated pair to start from and limits the branching factor to two sequences. We present and test an alternative approach based on frequent item set mining (FIM) that amends these drawbacks and is also conceptually neater.
FIM was originally developed for market basket analysis and aims at finding sets of products that are frequently bought together. Conceptually this is the same as finding neurons that (frequently) fire together. FIM algorithms efficiently count joint spiking events that exceed a given minimal support (occurrence frequency) by eliminating all redundancy. Found patterns may be assessed statistically by taking the maximum p-value over all one-neuronagainst-rest tests, for which we compared χ 2 , Yatescorrected χ 2 , G-statistic and Fisher's exact test. In addition, subset conditions may be considered to reduce false positives. We examined (a) no subset conditions, (b) weak subset conditions (existence of a stepwise significant sequence as in accretion), and (c) strong subset conditions (all possible sequences must be stepwise significant). Note that (b) with χ 2 is very similar to accretion, except that accretion executes only one test one-neuron-against-rest for the full set (which is fixed by the sequence followed). Due to accretion's redundant search this is effectively the same as taking the minimum of the p-values.
We generated data sets of 1s duration with 1ms resolution (i.e., 1000 time bins) and 100 independent Poisson spike trains with stationary and non-stationary rate profiles (sinusoidal or phasic-tonic, [2] ). False positive (FP) tests: we counted the reported assemblies per size and number of joint spiking events (averaged over 1000 data sets). Not surprisingly, more FPs are found for higher average firing rate (37.75Hz vs. 18.875Hz) and nonstationary processes. However, they rarely exceed size 3 and 3 coincidences. FPs are lowest for strong subset requirements and depended only marginally on the used statistics. False negative (FN) tests: we injected synchronous spiking events (2-7 coincidences) of a small assembly (3-7 neurons) and counted how often this group or a superset was detected (in 1000 data sets). FNs occur mostly for 2 coincidence and 3 neurons, rarely for 3 coincidences and here only for higher firing rates and small assembly sizes. FNs are considerably more and have larger sizes and more coincidences, the stricter the subset condition. The percentage of true positive patterns with excess neurons (usually one) increases with the number of injected coincidences. Since no redundant search is carried out, FIM is much faster than accretion and does not require reducing the results to unique sets.
In summary, FIM without subset requirements, even without any statistical test, leads to essentially the same results as with subset requirements and as accretion.
However, FIM uses a neater test concept (worst p-value of all one-neuron-against-rest tests) and eliminates all redundancy from the search. Introducing subset conditions reduces FPs, but increases FNs. We recommend to use FIM without subset conditions and a minimum support of 3, which reduces the number of excess neurons in the true positives. Since FIM is fast and reliable, it will allow us to apply it in a time resolved manner to detect the dynamics assembly processing [3] .
